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Management
Dividing the search for destiny into forty-eight karmic paths, a new astrological
guide to unlocking the meaning of life uses birthdates to identify universal paths.
150,000 first printing.

Textbook of Histology E-Book
Concise Histology E-Book
Thoroughly updated to reflect all of the latest concepts and advances in the field,
this concise, extensively illustrated text presents the basic science and clinical
application of cellular and molecular biology. Functioning as a combined text and
atlas, it is essentially two books for the price of one providing a comprehensive,
visually engaging histology education from the ground up. Illustrations, tables,
chapter summaries and multiple choice questions facilitate comprehension of
concepts, and clinical correlations underscore the practical relevance of the
material. Superb illustrations—including photomicrographs, electron micrographs,
schematic diagrams and drawings—provide a visual grasp and easier retention of
difficult concepts. Clinical correlations throughout the text demonstrate clinical
applications and reinforce the idea that histology is pertinent not only to pathology
and physiology, but in fact comprises one of the essential bases of clinical practice.
New! "Pathological Considerations" section at the end of each chapter. Helpful
tables provide an at-a-glance summary statement of key points. Bolded key terms,
bulleted lists and chapter summaries emphasize the "need to know" information in
every chapter. A combination of USMLE-style questions and image based questions
in each chapter.

Personology
Astrology is finally getting personal! From the best-selling author of The Secret
Language of Birthdays comes a revolution in charting your horoscope based on
both the date and time of your birth that makes all other horoscope books
irrelevant. With his "Personology" system, Gary Goldschneider has created a
unique method which divides each of the twelve signs into five sub-types-such as
Aquarius-Pisces Cusp, Pisces I, Pisces II, Pisces III, and Pisces-Aries Cusp-thereby
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sub-dividing the astrological year into 48 personology periods. The precision this
allows is far beyond anything available in any other astrology book and provides a
ground-breaking new way for readers to look not only at their own lives, but their
interactions with those around them. The book comes packed with easy-to-follow
charts covering the sun, eight different planets, and, unique to this book, the rapid
fluctuations of the moon for every year from 1900 through 2025. The result is an
unprecedented level of precision, as well as a beautifully illustrated volume
destined to become the one and only book horoscope readers will treasure for the
next twenty years.

Police & Society
The nature of integrated heritage management which employs many of the
concepts of strategic management and best practices as well as an understanding
of stakeholders in heritage is the subject of this book. It aims to provide a practical
model for the heritage management process; examples of how to do some of the
key steps of heritage management and case studies from around the world as
illustration.

Jake Cake
This book provides a new set of ideas how to overcome the deficiencies in the
process of globalization and in the existing mechanisms for global economic
governance.

Good Queen Anne
Read worldwide for her wisdom, authenticity, and skillful prose, South African–born
Bessie Head (1937–1986) offers a moving and magical tale of an orphaned girl,
Margaret Cadmore, who goes to teach in a remote village in Botswana where her
own people are kept as slaves. Her presence polarizes a community that does not
see her people as human, and condemns her to the lonely life of an outcast. In the
love story and intrigue that follows, Head brilliantly combines a portrait of
loneliness with a rich affirmation of the mystery and spirituality of life. The core of
this otherworldly, rhapsodic work is a plot about racial injustice and prejudice with
a lesson in how traditional intolerance may render whole sections of a society
untouchable.

Taking Sides
Integrated Heritage Management
When E. Franklin Frazier was elected the first black president of the American
Sociological Association in 1948, he was established as the leading American
scholar on the black family and was also recognized as a leading theorist on the
dynamics of social change and race relations. By 1948 his lengthy list of
publications included over fifty articles and four major books, including the
acclaimed Negro Family in the United States. Frazier was known for his thorough
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scholarship and his mastery of skills in both history and sociology. With the
publication of Bourgeoisie Noire in 1955 (translated in 1957 as Black Bourgeoisie),
Frazier apparently set out on a different track, one in which he employed his skills
in a critical analysis of the black middle class. The book met with mixed reviews
and harsh criticism from the black middle and professional class. Yet Frazier stood
solidly by his argument that the black middle class was marked by conspicuous
consumption, wish fulfillment, and a world of make-believe. While Frazier published
four additional books after 1948, Black Bourgeoisie remained by far his most
controversial. Given his status in American sociology, there has been surprisingly
little study of Frazier's work. In E. Franklin Frazier and Black Bourgeoisie, a group of
distinguished scholars remedies that lack, focusing on his often-scorned Black
Bourgeoisie. This in-depth look at Frazier's controversial publication is relevant to
the growing concerns about racism, problems in our cities, the limitations of
affirmative action, and the promise of self-help.

Police Administration
In this practical book, family counselor and best-selling author Gary Smalley, with
John Trent, reveals a simple yet profound plan for a marriage of depth, warmth,
and excitement. Guide your marriage for a lifetime by learning how to make your
spouse feel truly honored, keep courtship alive, rebuild trust, and become best
friends with your family. According to Smalley, good marriages are no accident.
And deciding to love-in the practical ways outlined here-can result in relationships
that are tougher than tough times.

Water Pollution Control
This is a handbook for policy makers and environmental managers in water
authorities and engineering companies engaged in water quality programmes,
especially in developing countries. It is also suitable for use as a textbook or as
training material for water quality management courses. It is a companion volume
to Water Quality Assessment and Water Quality Monitoring.

In Search of King Solomon's Mines
Four modules explore topics in physical science, earth and space science, life
science, and science and technology with hands-on activities designed to engage
students in the processes of scientific inquiry and technological design. Modules
within a developmental level may be taught in any sequence.

2020 Planner: Pretty Floral Country Wood Inspired Design:
Large Weekly Simple Planner: 52 Week Agenda: 8x10 Soft
Cover
To help the researcher understand why and how children react to adults who are
doing ethnographic research, Fine and Sandstrom explore the methodological and
ethical problems of qualitative research with minors. They correct numerous
fallacies held by researchers that children think like adults and that they cannot
hide their thoughts and feelings from adults, especially strangers. Recognizing that
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age is an important determinant of children's response, they discuss problems and
present strategies for conducting research with three age groups of children:
preschool children (4 to 6 year olds), preadolescents (10 to 12) and middle
adolescents (14 to 16). This is the first major methodological statement on doing
participant observation work w

Maru
Fourteen-year-old Lincoln Mendoza, an aspiring basketball player, must come to
terms with his divided loyalties when he moves from the Hispanic inner city to a
white suburban neighborhood. Reissue. 40,000 first printing.

Intercultural Relations
The Third Edition of Police & Society offers a comprehensive introduction to
policing in the United States. Author Roy Roberg is joined by prominent policing
scholars Kenneth Novak and Gary Cordner. Their thoroughly revised text is both
descriptive and analytical in nature--covering the process of policing, police
behavior, organization, operations, and historical perspectives. To adequately
explain the complex nature of police operations in a democracy, the authors have
integrated the most important theoretical foundations, research findings, and
contemporary practices in a comprehensible, yet analytical, manner.
Contemporary issues and future prospects of policing are fully addressed. The text
features an emphasis on the relationship between the police and the
community--as well as how this relationship has evolved over time. The impact of
this evolution on current police practices, especially with respect to community
policing and policing in the post-9/11 era, is explored. The new edition has been
substantially updated and revised, with four new or significantly revised chapters:
"Community Policing," "Legal Issues," "Higher Education," and "Contemporary and
Emerging Issues." Importantly, new "Voices From the Field" boxes have been
added to each chapter. Here, nationally known police officials provide their insights
into contemporary police practices and problems in a thought-provoking format.
Topics New to the Third Edition: * Police auditor systems * Early warning systems *
New forms of police stressors * Officer safety and fatality reduction * Terrorism and
post-9/11 policing * Globalization * Policing and the mentally ill * Search and
seizure * Legal issues in interrogations * Civil liability * Contemporary performance
measures * Racially biased policing/racial profiling Topics significantly expanded
from the last edition include: * The role of the police in history * Broken windows *
Community policing today * Police ethics and deviant behavior * Use of force,
brutality, and oversight mechanisms * Women in policing * Police suicide *
Responses to stress * Officer culture * Officer discretion * Police paramilitary units
(PPUs) * Compstat and Quality of Life policing * Chicago and Madison updates * Job
satisfaction and community policing * Directed patrols/crackdowns * Higher
education, satisfaction, and discipline * Demographic changes in American society
* Police technology Police & Society also offers "Inside Policing" themed boxes
which feature important research findings and brief descriptions of exemplary
police programs and operations. The Third Edition also features an expanded
glossary, with key terms at the beginning of each chapter. Ancillaries to enhance
instruction include: * An Interactive Student Study Guide on CD--included with each
copy of the book * A revised, dedicated Website * All figures and tables in the text
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available in PowerPoint on CD

The Secret Language of Destiny
With modern global communications and transportation and the international
nature of politics and commerce, almost every organization requires executives
and managers who can deal with people of all cultural backgrounds. This is also
true within countries due to the steady flow of people across national borders and
the domestic growth of multicultural workforces. Understanding other cultures and
developing skills for more effective cross-cultural communication is increasingly
more important in the culturally interdependent world of today and tomorrow.

Love Is A Decision
Island Tourism
King Solomon, the Bible's wisest king, was possessed of extraordinary wealth. The
grand temple he built in Jerusalem was covered in gold. Over the ages, many have
sought to find the source of the great king's wealth -- but none with so much flair,
wit, or whimsy as Tahir Shah. Intrigued by a map he finds in a shop not far from
the site of the temple, Shah assembles a multitude of clues to the location of
Solomon's mines. From ancient texts to modern hearsay, all point across the Red
Sea to Ethiopia. Shah's trail takes him on a wild ride by taxi, bus, camel, and
donkey to the gold-bearing corners of this storied and beautiful country. He
interviews the hyena man of Harar, is hauled up on a rope to enter a remote cliffface monastery, and stumbles upon an illegal gold mine where thousands of men,
women, and children dig with their hands. But the hardest leg of the journey is to
the accursed mountain of Tullu Wallel, where legend says the devil keeps watch
over the entrance to an ancient mine shaft Book jacket.

BSCS Science TRACS G3 Inv. Objects in the Sky, SG
This 52 Week Planner for the year 2020 is perfect for organizing your life, jotting
down reminders and notes, and planning your schedule. Includes extra dot grid
pages for notes and goals. Designed in North Carolina.

Retooling Global Development and Governance
Jake Cake is an ordinary kid who likes writing and illustrating stories about his
adventures. He swears they're all true, but no one ever believes him. In this
collection of three stories, Jake discovers the school dinner lady is a robot, he has
goblins in his garden, and he's tricked by a really tricky witch.

Knowing Children
Sustainable Tourism Management
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The special problems and opportunities presented by island tourism are major new
areas of interest for both tourism academics and professionals, prompting much
discussion and debate. This is the first book to focus on how management and
organisational issues affect small islands and their tourism industries, and to
examine the factors which affect tourism on small islands. International
contributors, including practitioners and researchers examine this important topic
and discuss a diversity of inter-related themes, including policy areas;
public/private sector planning partnerships; product development; marketing;
human resource management; and sustainability. These general issues are
complemented with case studies which illustrate the application of island
management principles. For undergraduates, graduates and professionals in the
tourism field, this book is an essential guide to island tourism management.

Police & Society
Police Administration provides a thorough overview of what police supervisors and
administrators need to know. The text examines police administration from four
distinct perspectives: a systems perspective (the interrelatedness among units and
organizations); a traditional, structural perspective (administrative principles,
management functions, and the importance of written guidelines); a human
behavioral perspective (the human element in organizations); and a strategic
management perspective (communications and information systems, performance
evaluation, strategies and tactics, and promising approaches to increasing police
agency effectiveness). In addition to detailed coverage of management functions
and organizational principles, the book emphasizes diversity principles and
developing police agencies as learning organizations. A concluding chapter covers
contemporary issues, including community engagement, collaboration,
globalization, racial profiling, mass media and social media, cyber-crime, terrorism,
and homeland security. The eighth edition includes analysis of timely matters such
as technology, the police intelligence function, information sharing, interagency
cooperation, and more. Each chapter is enhanced with learning objectives,
discussion questions, and feature boxes. Six case studies with discussion questions
provide opportunities for the reader to review real-world situations.

E. Franklin Frazier and Black Bourgeoisie
CONCISE HISTOLOGY, by Leslie P. Gartner, PhD and James L. Hiatt, PhD, thoroughly
reviews all the histology knowledge required for the USMLE Step 1 in an easyaccess outline format. Designed for students who need to learn a large amount of
material in a limited time, it presents key information in a readable, concise
manner, accompanied by full-color illustrations that clarify complex concepts. This
title includes additional digital media when purchased in print format. For this
digital book edition, media content is not included. Efficiently absorb each topic
through a self-contained two-page spread: one page of concise text, and a
corresponding page of carefully selected, full-color illustrations – mostly from
Gartner & Hiatt’s Color Textbook of Histology 3rd Edition. Access the full text
online at studentconsult.com, and test your knowledge with an online testing
centre providing students with class style tests using electron and
photomicrographs, cross referenced to the corresponding sections of the textbook.
See the relevance of histology to the practice of medicine with the aid of clinical
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consideration boxes interspersed throughout the text. Gain a rich and accurate
understanding of histology thanks to the expertise and skillful teaching style of
bestselling authors Drs. Gartner and Hiatt.
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